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SUMMARY

Inspection on December 1-30, 1982

Areas Inspected

This inspection involved 180 inspector-hours on site in the areas of plant
operations and operating records, plant maintenance, plant security, followup of
events, and licensee event reports.

Results

; In the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. L. Wilson, Station Manager
*R. F. Saunders, Assistant Station Manager
*G. E. Kane, Operations Superintendent
*D. A. Christian, Superintendent of Technical Services
D. Rickeard, Supervisor, Safety Engineering Staff
S. Sarver, Health Physics Supervisor

*R. Driscoll, Director QA, Nuclear Operations
*F. Rentz, Station Quality Assurance Engineer

Other licensee employees contacted included control room operators, shift
supervisors, chemistry, health physics, plant maintenance, security,
engineering, administrative, records and contractor personnel.

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on a biweekly basis with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

Not inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

5. Plant Operations

Plant operations were inspected and reviewed during the inspection period.
During this time, the inspectors routinely toured the Unit 1 control room
and other plant areas to verify that plant operations, testing, and
maintenance were being conducted in accordance with the facility Technical
Specifications (TS) and procedures. Within the areas inspected, no
violations were identified.

Specific areas of inspection and review included the following:

a. Annunciated alarms in the control room.

b. Safety-related valve and pump alignments on the consoles and in the
plant.
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At 7:14 | p.m. on December 7,1982, Unit 2 rampdown: cc=ence'd ' at some-
''

c.
=150 MWE.- per hour, - for a planned maintenance and snubber inspection -
outage; the reactor was manually tripped from low power shortly after
midnight. 'The planned eight' day outage was extended to 15 days due to .-

primary-leaks which' occurred at the end of the outage. The first. leak
occurred on December 14 from the C reactor coolant pump ~(RCP)? flange.
The flange. bolts were removed, cleaned, -inspected, and- retensioned
(four at a. time) to correct the leak. Subsequently, on December 19, a-
pinhole . leak was identified on a socket weld in the A steam generator
channel head ~ drain 3/8 inch piping,:near valve 2-RC-159. The defective
weld ' was ground out and repaired. A leak -had . previously been
identified on this same socket weld on May 24,.1982, and was ground out
and rewelded (See LER 281/82-24). Examination of the most recent leak
indicated a small bubble defect in the weld, caused perhaps by.
contamination of. the weld -with water and incomplete fusion. An'LER
will be submitted on this RCS leak. ' While inspecting the repaired. weld
area and packing replacement on a nearby RCS valve in the A loop. room,
the inspector noticed that the insulators.- were having difficulty
reinstalling the metal honeycomb type insulation on the bottom of the A
steam generator. The metal ' insulation, which was - fabricated and'
installed during the steam generator replacement outage, appeared bent
and beaten in some areas. This led to additional time and exposure for
the insulators in the high radiation areas of the loop room. The
licensee is reviewing the need for insulation removal and replacement
procedures to reduce the probability of damage to the insulation and
equipment and the exposure to the employees. (0 pen Item 280/82-35-01).

d. Unit 2 was restarted on December 23, 1982. One reactor trip occurred
at low power due to a high water level in the C steam generator. The
unit reached full power on December 24, 1982. Primary system
inspections and leak rate deteminations verified the integrity of the

.RSC. The unidentified RCS leak rate was calculated to be some 0.1 gpm,
well below the TS limit of 1.0 gpm.

e. During the outage, the licensee performed maintenance on several
valves, including one pressurizer PORV, and conducted inspections and
testing as required. Four hydraulic snubbers were determined to be
inoperable during conduct of the snubber inspections, which will reduce
the Unit 2 inaccessible snubber inspection frequency from 6 months to
124 days (125%). Reservior and fitting leaks resulted in low fluid
levels and the inoperable snubber conditions,

f. During the outage, the inspectors observed containment purging
operations and inspected plant systems and maintenance. The inspectors
observed some minor trash and dirt buildup in the containment sumps
which were cleaned by the licensee. While in the Unit 2 steam
safeguards building, the inspectors reviewed maintenance performed on
three 1 inch drain valves near the main steamline trip (isolation)
valves. The nonisolable valves were replaced and were the subject of a
relief request letter to the NRC dated December 9,1982. The hydrotest
relief was granted by the NRC. According to the relief request letter,
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manual valves 2-MS-74, -106, and -268 were to be replaced. However,
the inspector observed that the valve identified with 10 tag 2-MS-268
had Furmanite nozzles and did not appear to be a new valve. After
reviewing valve ID tags and main steam drawing 11548-FM-64A, the
inspector determined that the ID tags on the valves in the field were

~

the reverse of the drain valves designation on drawing FM-64A; the FM.
downstream valves 2-MS-74, -106, and -143 were actually tagged as
valves 2-MS-266, -268, and -206 in the field, upstream of the main
steam trip valves, and vice-versa. A similar condition exists on
certain Unit 1 drain valves near the main steamline trip valves,
although the valve identified in the field as 1-MS-208 agrees with
11448-FM-64A. Four of the six Unit 1 valves' have no ID tag. The
licensee is reviewing the identification of these secondary drain
valves and the maintenance performed on them to determine 'if the
correct valves were repaired. (0 pen item 281/82-35-01).

Unit I operated at power during this reporting period with no reactor
trips or shutdowns.

6. Radiological Items

At 7:13 p.m. on December 22, 1982, during dilution of the Unit 2 reactor
coolant system for startup, a relief valve lifted on the primary drains tank
(PDT), due to a high (increasing) water level. The PDT gas and some water
relieved to the process vent. The process vent radiation monitors alarmed,
indicating a gaseous release through the system. Based on the process vent
radiation monitor readings and printouts, the gaseous release (primarily Xe
133) was calculated to be some 87*4 of the Technical Specification 3.11.B
limits; an Unusual Event was declared, and the NRC and state notified.
Subsequently, the licensee determined that a ventilation vent detector'was
installed in the process vent moni. tor. The detector was some ten times more
sensitive than the detector which should have been utilized in the process
vent monitor. The detector was installed five days before the December 22
event. The licensee is revising procedures to assure that the proper
detectors are installed in the radiation monitoring systems, and will verify
the correct detector designations during calibrations of the systems.

7. Licensee Event Report (LER) Review

The inspector reviewed the LER's listed below to ascertain that NRC
reporting requirements were being met and to determine the appropriateness
of corrective action taken and planned. Certain LER's were reviewed in
greater detail to verify corrective action and determine compliance with the
Technical Specifications and other regulatory requirements. The review
included examination of log books, internal correspondence and records,
review of SNSOC meeting minutes, and discussions with various staff members.
Within the areas inspected, no violations were identified.

LER 280/82-89 (Closed) concerned spurious alarms on the "B" core cooling
monitor caused by relay failures on printed circuit boards which were
subsequently repaired.

.
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LER 280/82-91 (Closed) concerned a tube leak in the oil cooler for charging
pump 1A. The leaking lube oil cooler was-replaced and the lubri:ating oil
changed. The pump was tested and returned to service.

LER's 28U82-96, 280/82-103, 280/82-105, 281/82-61, 281/82-72 (Closed)
concerned heat tracing failures in which the failed tracing was replaced and
tested within the time period specified by Technical Specifications. A
major design change is being completed on the heat tracing systems.

LER 280/82-98 (Closed) concerned an incorrect high radiation monitor
setpoint for RM-LW-108 caused by a defective log rate board which was
subsequently replaced.

LER 280/82-99 (Closed) concerned a loss of power to several radiation
-

monitors caused by the inadvertent shorting of a control relay to ground
while Instrument Technicians were investigating a monitor malfunction. The
applicable AP's were performed and the monitors were returned to service.

LER 280/82-101 (Closed) concerned inoperable snubbers found during
performance of the snubber inspection test. The snubbers were replaced or
repaired. A new inspection interval based on the number of failures has
been established.

LERs 280/82-110 and 280/82-117 (Closed) concerned a high post trip dose
equivalent iodine-131 activity in the RCS caused by a known fuel defects in-
the core. An accelerated sampling frequency was implemented until the
specific activity returned to below the TS limit.

LER 280/82-111 (Closed) concerned high radial flux tilt caused by a dropped
rod because a contact pin in the stationary coil plug was not making
contact. The plug was repaired and the control rod was verified operable
and returned to service. Retrieval of the rod corrected the power tilt.

LER 280/82-113 (Closed) concerned an inoperable radiation monitor recorder
caused by a slipped drive cable which was reinstalled and the recorder
returned to service.

LER 280/82-114 (Closed) concerned the component cooling system radiation
monitor's alarm setpoint being greater than twice background due to a
decrease in CCW activity levels because of filtering and demineralization.
The monitor was calibrated, proven operable, and returned to service
following setpoint adjustment.

LER 280/82-121 (Closed) concerned a radiation monitor with a higher than
allowed alarm setpoint due to instrument drift. Readings were verified to
be less than the alarm setpoint and an operator took administrative control
for high alarm isolation until the instrument was recalibrated.

LER 280/82-122 (Closed) concerned an inoperable IRPI indication for rod F-8.
The signal conditioning module was replaced and the IRPI module returned to
service.
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LER 280/82-55.(Closed)' concerned the failure of the auxiliary oil pump for
2-CH-P-1A due to an- open. winding in the pump motor. The auxiliary oil pump -

~

and motor were replaced and the charging pump returned to service.

LERs 281/82-57, 281/82-65, 281/82-69 (Closed) concerned inoperable charging
-pump service water. pumps due.'to: insufficient NPSH. Flow through the air .
conditioning- chillers was reduced and the pump vented and returned the
service. A design change is in progress ' to upgrade the service water
system. In . the -interim, increased surveillance has been . implemented to.
reduce the chance of recurrence.

LER 281/82-62 (Closeri) concerned the failure of the high steam flow trip
~

setpoint comparate. FC-2-494. The high steam ' flow trip bistable was-

maintained in the trip condition. The flow comparator was replaced and the
. new comparator was calibrated, and the channel returned. to service.

LER 281/82-63 (Closed) concerned the failure of the vital bus III inverter.
which initiated a turbine runback, which led to a reactor trip and safety
injection. One channel of High High Containment Pressure was lost resulting
.in a lower degree of redundancy than that specified in Technical- Specifi--
cations. .The cause.was a shorted inductor in the Station Battery inverter
which caused the loss of Vital Bus III. The bus was re-energized ~by cross.
connecting - it to vital Bus I. The inductor was subsequently replaced and
Vital Bus III was transferred to its normal power source.

LER 281/82-64.(Closed) concerned the failure of trip valve TV-CC-2098 to
close upon receipt of a safety injection signal due to a faulty pilot valve _
which controls air flow to the diaphragm actuator of the component cooling-
trip valve. The ' pilot valve was replaced and the trip = valve tested
satisfactorily.

Leks 281/82-67 and 281/82-70 (Closed) concerned improperly sealed electrical
penetrations. A fire watch was established and the Fire Marshal ~was
informed. The penetrations were subsequently sealed.

9. Plant Physical Protection

The inspector verified the following by observations:

a. Gates and doors in protected and vital area barriers were closed and
locked when not attended.

b. Isolation zones described in the physical security plans were not
compromised or obstructed.

c. Personnel were properly identified, searched, authorized, badged and
escorted as necessary for plant access control.

No violations were identified.
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